Trump praises Egypt's president for being inclusive by

January 6th, 2019 - President Trump tweeted words of praise for Egypt's president as he inaugurates a massive cathedral on Coptic Christmas Eve Sunday amid heavy security

Excited to see our friends in Egypt opening the biggest Cathedral in the Middle East Trump exclaimed on Twitter President El Sisi is moving his
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December 20th, 2019 - He garnered such massive popularity among the Egyptian people that he came to be known as Father of the Egyptians When on March 8 1919 Egyptians refused to allocate seats to a certain number of christians in parliament in 1924 16 copts were elected in the first elections in modern egyptian history in a parliament which counted 214 members'
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state the Egypt of to day holds a very low rank among semicivilised countries There is a certain amount of reason in the complaint of some modern historians that Western minds seem to lose all sense of proportion and historic perspective when describing this Land of Paradox
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Mamelukes is distinguished by the plans of that ruler for the civilisation of the country on the European model and the efforts of

His successors
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